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Stephen J. Lubben literature and discourage the overheated turn the debate has recently taken.
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Starting from this mindset and working with a sample of 337 chapter 11 cases from Lynn LoPucki's Bankruptcy Research Database, I present a new regression model that predicts whether a large chapter 11 case will reenter bankruptcy within five years. Among the factors in the model are variables that capture debtor characteristics like asset size, variables that capture underlying economic conditions at the start and conclusion of the debtor's chapter 11 case, and variables that indicate whether or not the debtor was engaged in one of several key industries.
None of the variables in the equation relate to whether or not the case filed in Delaware. In fact, the model's performance substantially declines upon the inclusion of Delaware. Interestingly, the model also performs much better than a simple model that tries to predict refiling solely based upon whether or not a case is filed in Delaware Moreover, the model shows that non-Delaware factors play important roles in determining whether or not a case will refile. For example, filing for chapter 11 while the stock market is up slightly increases the risks of refiling: leaving chapter 11 while the high yield debt market is up greatly increases the chance of refiling. Perhaps 7 Accord A. Mechele Dickerson, Words that Wound: Defining, Discussing, and Defeating Bankruptcy "Corruption," 54 Buff. L. Rev. 365, 369 (2006) ("Empirical data certainly can prove that judges in New York and Delaware rarely appoint trustees in large cases . . . While this data might suggest that the courts' reluctance to appoint trustees creates an appearance of impropriety or bias, the data do not prove that the judges in fact acted improperly or were biased.").
Delaware & Chapter 11 systemic "irrational exuberance" also influences chapter 11 reorganization? On the other hand, cases that leave chapter 11 when interest rates are low are much less likely to refile -perhaps they are better able to meet their post-petition obligations in a low interest rate environment?
Prepackaged cases are much more likely to refile as compared to traditional cases, and the effect obtains whether or not the case is filed outside the debtor's home jurisdiction. Indeed, filing outside of the debtor's "home" district, a factor present in every Delaware case in the sample, has little effect on the probability a case will refile. involves a prepetition solicitation of votes on a plan. A partial prepack involves both a prepetition solicitation (e.g., of bondholders) and a postpetition solicitation (e.g., of equity). Partial prepacks are usually done to avoid having to conduct a "registered prepack," which is subject to review and comment by the SEC, and takes substantially longer than a nonregistered prepack. The choice of 1996 as the endpoint for the period of dominance is equally puzzling. Yes, the District Court did withdraw the reference in early 1997, but there is no sign that this had more than a temporary effect. Delaware continued to receive large numbers of chapter 11 cases: 50% of the large cases filed in 1997, almost 45% in 1998, and shown that that Delaware is the distinguishing factor among cases that refile, it is both unfair and imprudent to assume a Delaware effect and put the burden on those who argue otherwise. In short, there is nothing "indefensible" about the notion that Delaware is not the issue.
Of course, it is equally unhelpful to essentially call Professor LoPucki names.
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Conclusion
By the late 1990s it became apparent to all that Delaware was attracting more than its share of large corporate bankruptcy cases.
Given this trend, it was natural to wonder if the Delaware cases were somehow different from cases filed elsewhere.
At roughly the same time, several well known companiesairlines, retail chains, steel manufacturers --entered chapter 11 for the second or even third time since 1980. It was also natural to wonder if these two trends were related: did Delaware play some role in all of these refilings?
But by starting from this point, bankruptcy scholars neglected to consider if a debtor's return to chapter 11 could be better explained outside of a Delaware/Non-Delaware framework. As this paper has shown, it actually appears that whether or not a case filed in Delaware is largely irrelevant in answering the question of why firms enter chapter 11 more than once.
And while it may still be shown that Delaware plays some yet unknown role in the process, the bankruptcy community needs to carefully consider the prior assumption that Delaware holds the key to understanding refiling.
(regression Dependent variable is refiling within five years of exit from chapter 11 (refiling =1).
